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Things project aiming to improve traffic control and safety is just the latest example of governments in North Carolina embracing "Smart City" concepts ...
Innovation & government: IoT thought leader says ‘Smart City’ efforts will drive growth
The outbreak of the pandemic in 2020 had a catastrophic effect on the GDP of Macau – due in large part to the shuttering of the tourist industry. But, as ICBC (Macau) explains, a quiet digital revolut ...
Engaging with Macau’s development of the ‘smart city’
Panel during The Government Summit discusses key issues in tackling the concept of smart cities.. Chairman of du highlights features of smart city. Du, Facilities Management, government summit, NEWS, ...
Chairman of du highlights features of smart city
Quote: ‘Alicante Futura first technological axis for the modernization of municipal management and inter-action with citizens’ – Mayor Luis Barcala By Andrew Atkinson The Alicante ‘Smart City 2.0’ ...
Alicante ‘Smart City 2.0’ – 25 projects to promote the City
Video Analytics Market” According to a new market research report launched by Inkwood Research, the Global Video Analytics Market will grow at a CAGR of 16.70% over the forecasted period from 2021 to ...
Rise in Smart Cities to Augment the Demand for Video Analytics in the Global Market
Last week, the Seoul Metropolitan Government announced that its city-wide public IoT network (Internet of Things) is on track to be completed by 2023, ...
Seoul will have a city-wide public IoT network by 2023
While the whole idea behind the Government of India’s Smart City mission was to enhance livelihood ... intended to implement Data-Smart Cities Strategy and gauge the readiness of cities in ...
Smart Cities Mission: Urban Retrofitting set in Big Goals
The Middle East is seeing a flurry of startup activity that, when combined with large-scale government investment, could deliver transformative economic, environmental and human benefits.
Smart cities to the hyperloop: This region is investing in a tech-led transport revolution
The UAE has made great strides in developing smart cities, and the government ... Vision 2030 strategy in Abu Dhabi. Some notable projects include the Zayed Smart City Project in Abu Dhabi ...
Why smart cities are important to the UAE
An IoT architecture has several key layers, but all of them need to work in concert for smart cities to be successful. In addition to government involvement, the technology needed to enable a smart ...
What Is IoT Architecture, and How Does It Enable Smart Cities?
In early June, Sheikh Mohammed ordered that more than 1,300 digital services provided by ministries and federal government agencies undergo evaluation. Dubai continues to elevate its reputation as a ...
Dubai Digital Authority created to boost city's smart transformation
In a recent published report, Kenneth Research has updated the market report for Smart Signaling Market for 2021 till ...
Smart Signaling Market Size, Outlook, Trend and Forecast, 2021-2030
Dubai serves on the Steering Committee of C40, the network of the world's megacities committed to addressing climate change Smart Dubai shared the city’s success story in leveraging the power of data ...
Smart Dubai joins C40 remote global roundtable to discuss the use of data and technology to manage future waves
Discussion topics during the Majlis included the Dubai Blockchain Strategy ... the happiest city on Earth. " Collaborating with private sector and government partners, Smart Dubai is the ...
Smart Dubai Takes Part in 2 Prominent Ramadan Majlis’ to Highlight Its Initiatives and Dubai’s Smart Transformation
Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA) announced that it has installed more than 2 million electricity and water smart meters in Dubai. This is part ...
Dubai installiert über zwei Millionen intelligente Strom- und Wasserzähler
"We encourage and support R&D institutions and enterprises to strengthen exchanges," Xiao told a packed audience comprising, among others, tech luminaries and business executives. Such joint efforts ...
MNCs welcome in smart R&D
Among a range of measures that HCMC can take for effective pandemic containment, foreign experts advise increased public awareness that allows for smart and not strict social distancing.
Get smart, not strict about social distancing, HCMC advised
The digitalization of elderly care has been accorded great importance by east China's Zhejiang Province and was included in the provincial government's 14th Five-Year Plan for the development of its ...
New model of digitized elderly care in pilot operation in E China city New model of digitized elderly care in pilot operation in E China city
The global smart door lock market share is expected to gain impetus from the rising adoption of novel connecting technologies, namely, Zigbee, 5G network, Z-wave, and Bluetooth. This information is ...
Smart Door Lock Market report reveals profitable prospects over 2020-2027
DubaiNow is Smart Dubai’s comprehensive go-to app for all smart city services, providing users with access to more than 130 government and private sector ... portfolio or investment strategy. Neither ...

Smart City Governance examines public domain activities and services in the digital age, evaluating all facets of smart city e-governance that fosters a cohesive understanding for the emerging generation of advanced “digital natives. Exploring the tensions
between political science and jurisprudence theories with the principles of societies and their alignment with legal systems, the book examines how governance systems can translate into the digital domain, addressing both the technical and legal dimensions. It
offers a model for the technological foundation of governance, discussing existing technological components. The book concludes with a section on outlooks for further research. Explores the development of sustainable governance by examining how public
domain governance can leverage the full potential of smart city technologies Provides insights on the technical side of smart city governance Fuels discussions on how tomorrow’s urban public institutions can contribute to a more inclusive and participatory society
Provides a system architecture blueprint based on the insights and lessons learned
This book enhances the reader's understanding of the theoretical foundations, sociotechnical assemblage, and governance mechanisms of sustainable smart city transitions. Drawing on empirical evidence stemming from existing smart city research, the book
begins by advancing a theory of sustainable smart city transitions, which forms bridges between smart city development studies and some of the key assumptions underpinning transition management and system innovation research, human geography, spatial
planning, and critical urban scholarship. This interdisciplinary theoretical formulation details how smart city transitions unfold and how they should be conceptualized and enacted in order to be assembled as sustainable developments. The proposed theory of
sustainable smart city transitions is then enriched by the findings of investigations into the planning and implementation of smart city transition strategies and projects. Focusing on different empirical settings, change dimensions, and analytical elements, the
attention moves from the sociotechnical requirements of citywide transition pathways to the development of sector-specific smart city projects and technological innovations, in particular in the fields of urban mobility and urban governance. This book represents a
relevant reference work for academic and practitioner audiences, policy makers, and representative of smart city industries. The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Journal of Urban Technology.
Implementing Data-Driven Strategies in Smart Cities is a guidebook and roadmap for practitioners seeking to operationalize data-driven urban interventions. The book opens by exploring the revolution that big data, data science, and the Internet of Things are
making feasible for the city. It explores alternate topologies, typologies, and approaches to operationalize data science in cities, drawn from global examples including top-down, bottom-up, greenfield, brownfield, issue-based, and data-driven. It channels and
expands on the classic data science model for data-driven urban interventions – data capture, data quality, cleansing and curation, data analysis, visualization and modeling, and data governance, privacy, and confidentiality. Throughout, illustrative case studies
demonstrate successes realized in such diverse cities as Barcelona, Cologne, Manila, Miami, New York, Nancy, Nice, São Paulo, Seoul, Singapore, Stockholm, and Zurich. Given the heavy emphasis on global case studies, this work is particularly suitable for any
urban manager, policymaker, or practitioner responsible for delivering technological services for the public sector from sectors as diverse as energy, transportation, pollution, and waste management. Explores numerous specific urban interventions drawn from
global case studies, helping readers understand real urban challenges and create data-driven solutions Provides a step-by-step and applied holistic guide and methodology for immediate application in the reader’s own business agenda Presents cutting edge
technology presentation with coverage of innovations such as the Internet of Things, robotics, 5G, edge/fog computing, blockchain, intelligent transport systems, and connected-automated mobility
This book provides theoretical perspectives and practical experiences on smart governance for smart cities. It presents a balanced linkage between research, policies and practices on this area. The authors discuss the sustainability challenges raised by rapid
urbanization, challenges with smart governance models in various countries, and a new governance paradigm seen as a capable approach able to overcome social, economic and environmental sustainability problems. The authors include case studies on
transformation, adaption and transfers; and country, regional, municipal contextualization. Also included are best practices on monitoring and evaluating smart governance and impact assessment. The book features contributions from researchers, academics, and
practitioners in the field. Analyzes smart governance for cities from a variety of perspectives and a variety of sectors – both in theory and in practice Features information on the linkage between United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and smart
governance Covers the connection between research, policies and practice in smart governance for smart cities
The technological advancements of today not only affect individual’s personal lives. They also affect the way urban communities regard the improvement of their resident’s lives. Research involving these autonomic reactions to the growing needs of the people is
desperately needed to transform the cities of today into the cities of the future. Driving the Development, Management, and Sustainability of Cognitive Cities is a pivotal reference source that explores and improves the understanding of the strategic role of
sustainable cognitive cities in residents’ routine life styles. Such benefits to residents and businesses include having access to world-class training while sitting at home, having their wellbeing observed consistently, and having their medical issues identified before
occurrence. This book is ideally designed for administrators, policymakers, industrialists, and researchers seeking current research on developing and managing cognitive cities.
Increasingly, we hear of ‘smart’ cities, communities, governance and people as constituting the basis of initiatives by which we might address various social and environmental problems, particularly those connected with sustainability, usually by means of an
‘intelligent’ connection with the ‘network society’. This book addresses the issues raised by the emergence of ‘smart’ dimensions and initiatives in society, critically engaging with questions surrounding the feasibility of what smart initiatives propose and the
extent to which they can really offer solutions to the challenges we face. With attention to the notion of ‘smart’ as applied to the individual, the community, politics and the home, the authors consider the interconnections between these various facets of ‘smart
living’ and their relationship to the notion of the smart society as a whole. Drawing on a concrete study of an attempt to concretize smart ideas in the design of a smart, solar home as part of an international project, Smart Society offers the first extended
sociological engagement with the notion of smart living.
In a changing climate characterised by rapid urbanisation it is increasingly difficult to devise resilient urban governance models which also preserve the environment. This book takes Singapore, the incontestable leader in this field, as a case study, delving into the
triumphant story of its successes in urban governance and smart city planning.
This book seeks to contribute to prior research facing the discussion about public value creation in Smart Cities and the role of governments. In the early 21st century, the rapid transition to a highly urbanized population has made societies and their governments
around the world to be meeting unprecedented challenges regarding key themes such as sustainability, new governance models and the creation of networks. Also, cities today face increasing challenges when it comes to providing advanced (digital) services to
their constituency. The use of information and communication technologies (usually ICTs) and data is thought to rationalize and improve government and have the potential to transform governance and organizational issues. These questions link up to the everevolving concept of Smart Cities. In fact, the rise of the Smart City and Smart City thinking is a direct response to such challenges, as well as providing a means of integrating fast evolving technology into our living environment. This focus on the public value
creation in Smart Cities could be of interest for academics, researchers, policy-makers, public managers, international organizations and technical experts involved in and responsible for the governance, development and design of Smart Cities
In a series of essays, this book describes and analyzes the concept and theory of the recent smart city phenomenon from a global perspective, with a focus on its implementation around the world. After defining the concept it then elaborates on the role of
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) as an enabler for smart cities, and the role of ICT in the interplay with smart mobility. A separate chapter develops the concept of an urban smart dashboard for stakeholders to measure performance as well as the
economic and public value. It offers examples of smart cities around the globe, and two detailed case studies on Genoa and Amsterdam exemplify the book’s theoretical and empirical findings, helping readers understand and evaluate the effectiveness and
capability of new smart city programs.
This book critically examines ‘smart city’ discourse in terms of governance initiatives, citizen participation, and policies which place emphasis on the ‘citizen’ as an active recipient and co-producer of technological solutions to urban problems. The current hype
around ‘smart cities’ and digital technologies has sparked debates in the fields of citizenship, urban studies, and planning surrounding the rights and ethics of participation. It has also sparked debates around the forms of governance these technologies actively
foster. This book presents new sociotechnological systems of governance that monitor citizen power, trust-building strategies, and social capital. It calls for new data economics and digital rights for a city founded on normative ideals rather than neoliberal ones. It
adopts a prescriptive approach, arguing that a ‘reloaded’ smart city should foster citizenship as a new set of civil and social rights and the ‘citizen’ as a subject vested with active and meaningful forms of participation and political power. Ultimately, the book
questions the utility of the ‘smart city’ project for radical municipalism, proposing a technological enough but more democratic city – an ‘intelligent city’, in fact. Offering useful contributions to ‘smart city’ initiatives for the protection of emerging digital citizenship
rights and socially accrued benefits, this book will draw the interest of researchers, policymakers, and professionals in the fields of urban studies, urban planning, urban geography, computing and technology studies, urban politics, and urban economics.
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